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A film on the life and work of Laurie Baker
“Uncommon Sense: The Life and Architecture of Laurie Baker” pays
homage to one of India’s most notable architects
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British-born Laurie Baker is remembered as one of India’s leading architects,
particularly renowned for his efforts in cost-effective, sustainable housing.
Following his extensive travels across China, the Himalayas and India, he
eventually settled down in Kerala in 1969 for the remainder of his career. One can
almost see his journey across the world reflected in his work: with a keen intuition
and sense of respect for local craft traditions, Baker was one of a rare breed of

architects who was comfortable conversing in varying, and sometimes opposing,

design languages.
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While Baker’s work is well-known, the personal story that led up to his lauded
design style is not, and Vineet Radhakrishnan, Baker’s grandson, is set to shed
new light on the man behind the architecture. “Uncommon Sense: The Life and
Architecture of Laurie Baker” is Radhakrishnan’s tribute, in a sense, to the work of
his grandfather, but is also a poignant reflection on architecture and design
practices that are increasingly, imperatively relevant to the world today.
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It was the news of a few of Baker’s houses being torn down to make way for
housing complexes that served as the immediate incentive for Radhakrishnan to
start making the film. Although he had been thinking about it for a long while, it
was the realization that there might soon be too few of his grandfather’s buildings
left standing, that compelled him to get the ball rolling in 2012.
The process of putting the film together, given Baker’s reticence to document his
own work, involved a lot of archiving, and was followed by three years of extensive
travels and conversations with peers, clients, friends and family. From the
beginning, Radhakrishnan saw the buildings as being among the primary
characters of the film, and knew they needed to be treated with the same regard
for detail and complexity. He shot the buildings himself, and knitted together his
personal stories of his grandfather with the details he learned along the way;
painstakingly he crafted a film that brought together vast and varying layers of a
long and fulfilled life.
“Many people who are interested in Laurie Baker interestingly have no connection
to architecture. They are drawn to his own interesting personal life story”, says
Radhakrishan, of Baker’s appeal to the modern audience. Indeed, Laurie Baker’s
life constituted far more than just architecture: he was an objector during the

world war, choosing instead to work along with the Society of Friends as a medic

in war zones; he was a strident activist in the fight against leprosy at a time when
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the disease was fatal and gravely misunderstood; he was a Britisher–and
a
Gandhian at that–living and working with the local craftsmen of India at a time
when the voice of Quit India was at its loudest. In short, he was a pioneer who
carved his way through a panoply of social impositions, paving the way for one of
the most politically relevant cross-cultural exchanges of the architectural world.
“[He] created [his own unique] circumstances by putting himself in situations to
expose himself to real people, real needs, and real problems… by ruthlessly
questioning everything and eliminating everything which had no utility… he created
something unique and meaningful. I believe all creative people can find value in
the above ideas,” Radhakrishnan says.
A lot of modern architecture in urban India is plagued by Western-facing
aspirations—and therefore, a dismissal of local traditions, material and climactic
conditions. Contemporary urban landscapes are as far from Baker’s ideal of green,
“walk-to-work cities” as one could imagine; but the crises of overpopulation and
drastically long commutes are making more and more city-dwellers yearn for
respite. Housing complexes boasting sprawling greenery are cropping up on the
outskirts of most major cities across the country, and many new constructions
boast supposedly “eco-friendly” features—the more ostentatious the better. Many
architects, who only know Baker by his work, may attempt to replicate his designs
on the basis of the materials he used or his particular aesthetic (exposed brick,
jalis, arches and filler slabs, to name a few) and this is where Radhakrishnan feels
their focus may be too superficial.
Uncommon Sense: The Life and Architecture of Laurie B...

“What is important in my opinion is not these superficialities but to understand

the underlying building philosophy – the respect for nature, being careful and using
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only the resources one requires… devising methods to use local alternative
materials whatever the region one is building in and integrating local traditional
building practices and techniques.”
Although Radhakrishnan’s relationship with Baker is understandably personal, as a
cinematographer he has attempted to remain as neutral as possible. “The archival
footage in the film is largely informal and personal and gives people an
opportunity to “meet” him”, he says, adding that so much can be gained from a
person’s story on the mere merit of watching them, gaining a sense of their body
language, their dress and how they engage with others. “He also had an infectious
enthusiasm and a way of making the most complex things seem so simple. He also
only took his work seriously but never himself.”
It is evident that the life and work of Laurie Baker has a wealth of inspiration and
insight for a modern audience—architects and creative professionals alike. A man
of conviction, he has certainly set a worthy precedent for the architecture of the
future. “One thing though I will point out, as someone who has seen him from
very close,” offers Radhakrishanan, “was that his architecture was an extension of
who he was and he never once wavered from his beliefs, right till then end.”

The India premiere of Uncommon Sense: The Life and Architecture of Laurie
Baker will take place at the India Habitat Centre on February 4, 2017. The film
was also screened on January 29 at the Kochi-Muziris Biennale.
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